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SA-CME LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After completing this journal-based SA-CME activity, participants will be able to:
- Explain the general principles of SBRT.
- Describe the indications for SBRT in the liver and its associated efficacy.
- Identify the imaging features in a liver tumor and surrounding parenchyma after SBRT with emphasis on potential pitfalls and complications.

See rsna.org/learning-center-rg.

Introduction

Historically, radiation therapy was not considered in treatment of liver tumors owing to the risk of radiation-induced liver disease. However, development of highly conformed radiation treatments such as stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) has increased use of radiation therapy in the liver. SBRT is indicated in treatment of primary and metastatic liver tumors with outcomes comparable to those of other local therapies, especially in treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma. After SBRT, imaging features of the tumor and surrounding background hepatic parenchyma demonstrate a predictable pattern immediately after treatment and during follow-up. The goals of SBRT are to deliver a lethal radiation dose to the targeted liver tumor and to minimize radiation dose to normal liver parenchyma and other adjacent organs. Evaluation of tumor response after SBRT centers on changes in size and enhancement; however, these changes are often delayed secondary to the underlying physiologic effects of radiation. Knowledge of the underlying pathophysiologic mechanisms of SBRT should allow better understanding of the typical imaging features in detection of tumor response and avoid misinterpretation from common pitfalls and atypical imaging findings. Imaging features of radiation-induced change in the surrounding liver parenchyma are characterized by a focal liver reaction that can potentially be mistaken for no response or recurrence of tumor. Knowledge of the pattern and chronology of this phenomenon may allay any uncertainty in assessment of tumor response. Other pitfalls related to fiducial marker placement or combination therapies are important to recognize. The authors review the basic principles of SBRT and illustrate post-SBRT imaging features of treated liver tumors and adjacent liver parenchyma with a focus on avoiding pitfalls in imaging evaluation of response.
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Primary liver cancer accounted for 2.2% of all new cancer cases in the United States in 2021 and for 5% of cancer deaths (1). Liver metastases were present in 5.1% of all cancer patients in the United States on the basis of figures from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) program of the National Cancer Institute (2). Surgery is considered the optimal treatment for management of primary or metastatic liver tumors. However, surgery is often not an option owing to patient conditions, tumor multifocality, tumor location, or liver functional reserve.

For this reason, less invasive options have emerged for local treatment of hepatic tumors. These are generally divided into three main categories: percutaneous ablation (radiofrequency ablation, microwave ablation, cryoablation, ethanol ablation, irreversible electroporation), arterial-based embolic therapies (bland embolization, chemoembolization, radioembolization with yttrium 90), and radiation therapy.
The aim of SBRT is to deliver highly conformed radiation to the target tumor while achieving rapid dose falloff to minimize damage to surrounding normal or nontumor tissue. This rapid falloff is achieved by using multiple beams targeted to the tumor over a large circumferential angular range. Treatments are given over a single fraction or multiple fractions. SBRT employs higher doses per fraction (typically >6 Gy per fraction) than were historically used with conventional fractionation (1.8–2 Gy per fraction). In the United States, commercial and government payers define SBRT as involving up to five fractions in a treatment course; however, in other countries, treatment courses of greater than five fractions may be used.

SBRT may use high-dose x-ray photons or accelerated protons to deliver its treatment dose (Fig 1). Photon delivery is a commonly used tool for multiple malignancies, cost-effective and supported by high-level evidence (8,9). Proton delivery was first postulated as a treatment modality in 1946; however, its clinical efficacy has been recognized only recently (10).

Proton therapy uses the Bragg peak phenomenon to optimize treatment at a specific tissue depth (Fig 1). This is a phenomenon where the proton beam releases most of its energy in the final few millimeters of its range. Techniques such as altering beam energy allow modulation of the depth at which this occurs. With this, radiation dose distal to this point is nearly nonexistent, reducing potential damage to distal radiosensitive structures (11). Despite the improved therapeutic advantage (12), proton therapy is less commonly used secondary to the increased costs associated with construction and operation of the facility (13).

### Treatment Planning
Owing to the higher dose per fraction, greater precision and accuracy are required to deliver SBRT safely and effectively (7). To achieve this, the American College of Radiology and American Society for Radiation Oncology (ASTRO) have proposed practice parameters to guide the practical aspects of treatment (7).

A radiation therapy department consisting of qualified staff maintaining appropriate levels of training and expertise is required to safely administer SBRT. The radiation oncologist oversees and approves the treatment with the assistance of qualified dosimetrists, medical physicists, and radiation therapists. SBRT practice should be guided by departmental protocols with reliable quality assurance and control processes (7).

Necessary required equipment typically includes a CT/MR simulator, linear accelerator, and in-room image guidance.

Positioning and immobilization are vital to ensure the accuracy and precision required for
optimal treatment. Proper positioning may be ensured by using a frame-based or frameless system. Frame-based systems use molds to immobilize the patient in the treatment position. External fiducials may be used as reference points to improve localization. Frameless systems use internal fiducial markers in the form of metallic seeds inserted adjacent to the tumor, adjacent bone structures, or the target itself for image guidance. External immobilization aids may also be used in frameless systems, ensuring patient comfort. Motion assessment is often performed with four-dimensional CT with motion-control methods, including abdominal compression, breath holding, respiratory gating, and respiratory tracking.

Treatment planning involves delineation of target volumes and normal organs at risk (OARs) (Fig 2). The ability to perform accurate contouring relies on high-quality planning images in the form of CT, MR, or PET images. The gross tumor volume (GTV) represents the volume of tumor demonstrated at imaging. The clinical target volume (CTV) includes the GTV plus likely subclinical adjacent microscopic disease. The planning target volume (PTV) includes an extra volume beyond the CTV that allows for variations in size, shape, and position of the CTV, including breathing-motion variations. OARs are therefore also identified.

Specific computer systems are then used to optimize treatment plans that deliver the specified dose to the GTV, CTV, and PTV while minimizing the dose to OARs. With photon SBRT, the dose gradually declines outside the PTV, typically asymmetrically and up to several centimeters beyond the PTV boundary. With proton SBRT, the dose drops rapidly outside the PTV owing to the Bragg peak phenomenon (11).

Treatment plans are reviewed and approved by the radiation oncologist. The quality control process must be maintained, with verification of treatment delivery by referring to in-treatment images, often CT. External or internal fiducials may be assessed multiple times or continuously during treatment delivery. Correction strategies may also be required to address any issues with positioning.

**Indications and Efficacy**

There can be variability in the practice of SBRT between institutions based on available experience and technology (6). The American Society for Radiation Oncology (ASTRO) strongly recommends EBRT as a potential first-line treatment in patients with liver-confined hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) who are not candidates for curative therapy (14). In our institutional experience, SBRT is reserved for patients with inoperable primary liver cancer (HCC, cholangiocarcinoma) or inoperable metastatic disease, typically in situations not suitable for thermal ablation or intra-arterial embolization. However, other institutions may use it as the primary form of local-regional therapy.

---

**Figure 1.** Comparison of photon therapy (top) and proton therapy (bottom) using a single beam and multiple beams. Top graph shows the absorbed dose per depth of tissue; bottom graph shows the Bragg peak associated with proton therapy.
In addition, there is increasing data supporting SBRT as an effective and safe bridging option in patients awaiting liver transplantation (15–17), and this indication is conditionally recommended by ASTRO (14). ASTRO guidelines also strongly recommend EBRT as consolidative therapy after incomplete response to liver-directed therapies and as a salvage option for local recurrences. The data on use of SBRT for multifocal tumors and in the liver for limited large tumors is still evolving. The ASTRO guidelines conditionally recommend use of EBRT in patients with multifocal or unresectable HCC or those with macrovascular invasion and sequenced with system- or catheter-based therapies. In contrast to surgery and other local therapies, SBRT may also be used for treatment of select HCCs with evidence of macrovascular invasion (14).

Safety concerns such as liver functional reserve and tumor position related to other structures are considered on an individual basis. Tumor position as a barrier to treatment is based on local experience and detailed pretreatment planning. Liver functional reserve is typically assessed by means of the patient’s Child-Pugh class. Patients with Child-Pugh class A and select patients with Child-Pugh class B are considered eligible for SBRT, with Child-Pugh class B patients more at risk for liver decompensation. The data on use in patients with Child-Pugh class C are limited, and they are considered at high risk for developing RILD even with small doses; therefore, SBRT is to be used with great caution in these patients.

**Hepatocellular Carcinoma**

The data supporting the efficacy of SBRT in HCC are growing (18–25), as evidenced by the addition of SBRT to the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines as a viable method of treatment of locally advanced HCC. In a large study of 436 HCCs in 297 patients (18), the 1-, 3-, and 5-year overall survival rates after SBRT were 77%, 39%, and 24%, respectively. The rate of local recurrence was low: 13% at 3 years. RILD occurred in 15.9% of patients. Similar results have been observed in other studies (19–25).

Comparative studies suggest that SBRT may be noninferior to radiofrequency ablation (26); however, many of these studies were retrospective evaluations, and no head-to-head prospective comparative studies exist, to our knowledge. However, radiofrequency ablation may be more cost-effective as an initial treatment when compared with SBRT (27,28). Initial studies that compared SBRT with arterially directed therapies demonstrated superior local control and re-

---

**Figure 2.** Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in a 75-year-old man. (A) CT images from pretreatment SBRT planning show a large radiation field. (B) Pre-SBRT axial CT image shows a large HCC (arrows) measuring 101 × 94 mm in the right lobe of the liver. (C) Post-SBRT axial CT image shows excellent response of the HCC (arrows) with marked reduction in both enhancement and size, now measuring 43 × 34 mm.
duced hospitalization stay (29,30). When proton SBRT was compared with photon SBRT, proton SBRT appeared to be associated with similar local tumor control, with a potentially lower risk of RILD due to liver-sparing techniques (31).

Although experience with SBRT in HCC is increasing and encouraging as an alternative local-regional treatment, it is not widely available and data from a large cohort are still lacking. Therefore, it is not yet formally adopted by well-known treatment guidelines in HCC, such as the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC) guidelines.

**Intrahepatic Cholangiocarcinoma**

There are limited data supporting SBRT in treatment of intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC). In a study of 39 patients treated with SBRT for inoperable ICC, the local control rate at 2 years was 94%, with an overall survival rate at 2 years of 47% (24). Similar results were described in a retrospective study of 66 patients with ICC, which demonstrated a 2-year local control rate of 93% and an overall survival rate of 62% (32). Despite the absence of high-quality long-term data, SBRT is considered an efficacious and safe modality for treatment of inoperable cholangiocarcinoma.

**Liver Metastases**

Along with surgery and ablation, SBRT can play a role in treatment of select patients with liver metastases, with the choice for local therapy dependent on institutional expertise and patient and tumor characteristics (33). A recent single-institution retrospective review of 150 liver metastases (from a variety of primary sites) that received radiation therapy showed a mean overall survival rate of 20.4 months and a median local control rate of 35.1 months (34). Nine percent of patients developed a significant toxic effect.

In another study, long-term follow-up of 76 cases of colorectal cancer with metastases only in the liver in a phase II trial demonstrated a 5-year local control rate of 78% with an 18% overall survival rate (35). In this study, a more favorable local control rate was demonstrated with breast, gynecologic, and colorectal primary sites. There were no cases of RILD, with only one patient experiencing a significant toxic effect.

These studies confirm the role of SBRT as a viable form of local-regional therapy for liver malignancy in the appropriate clinical setting.

**Mechanisms of Radiation Treatment Effects**

**Physiologic Mechanism**

The biologic processes that underpin the efficacy of SBRT are not completely understood. It is generally accepted that there are direct and indirect mechanisms of cell death after irradiation. There is ongoing debate with regard to the level of contribution from each mechanism. The direct mechanism of cell death occurs secondary to double-stranded breaks in DNA and results in cell death. Indirect mechanisms are believed to arise from vascular damage and antitumor immune response, in which the tumor cells remain metabolically active after treatment until eventual cell death (36).

Tumor vessels are often structurally abnormal, with irregular endothelial cells interspersed around tumor cells and an incomplete basement membrane with disorganized pericytes (36). This results in functionally abnormal vessels compared with those of adjacent normal tissue. After EBRT, it has been proposed that direct damage to endothelial cells (37) and compression of small vessels (38) lead to vascular compromise of the tumor. In contrast, the vascularity of normal tissue is more robust, with a strong inflammatory reaction and vasodilatation initially followed by progressive changes occurring more slowly, over months to years (36). Ischemic changes in normal tissue progress over this time, secondary to fibrotic obliteration of associated blood vessels; this is thought of as the primary mechanism for development of radiation-induced late normal tissue effects (Fig 3). This occurs in a dose-dependent manner (39–42).

High-dose EBRT has demonstrated an ability to promote antitumor immunity (43,44). In effect, the death of multiple tumor cells results in increased circulating immune-modulating proteins and increased transit of tumor-specific T cells to the tumor (45,46). Also, in combination with immunotherapy, these effects may be upregulated and result in greater efficacy to inhibit the development of metastases (36,44). The degree to which this immune response results in a clinically effective response has not been clinically ascertained, and treatment considerations should not be based on this potential phenomenon.

SBRT may cause cell dysfunction or death in adjacent normal tissues. The radiosensitivity of cells and tissues can be quite heterogeneous. Often, sublethal damage may result in enough dysfunction to result in progressive changes over a longer period (36). Tissues are typically classified as (a) functioning in series (eg, spinal cord, stomach, or intestine), in which a high dose of radiation to even a small volume can cause severe injury, or (b) functioning in parallel (eg, liver parenchyma or kidneys), in which a larger volume of tissue receiving even a low dose of radiation can cause severe injury.
Pathologic Findings

The pathologic changes identified are predominantly the sequelae of direct cell death or vascular interruption to the tumor and surrounding liver. With positive treatment effect, the tumor demonstrates coagulative necrosis and fibrosis, as identified by its tan color at gross examination. This is surrounded by the discolored and congested hepatic parenchyma (Fig 4).

Endothelial cells lining the liver sinusoids and vessels are very radiosensitive, and radiation injury leads to activation of soluble clotting mechanism (47). Histologically, fibrin from endothelial injury is deposited in sinusoids and central veins, leading to thrombosis and progressive vascular occlusion with upstream congestion of the sinusoids (48). A dynamic fibrotic process results in replacement of the fibrin with collagen, ultimately leading to fibrosis and occlusion of the central veins. The hepatocellular plate is often atrophied, with possible thrombosis of the intermediate-sized portal veins. This results in well-demarcated zones of progressive damage, extending from the central area of necrotic tissue to an area of dense fibrosis to a rim of congested hepatic tissue histologically similar to veno-occlusive disease and finally to normal hepatic tissue (Fig 5) (49).

It is important to understand that cancer cells do not die immediately after irradiation. Radiation-induced damage leads to cell death by (a) mitosis-linked death, whereby a cell passes through mitosis and dies owing to unrepaired DNA breaks and chromosomal aberrations (50); (b) apoptosis, which is programmed cell death; and (c) radiation-induced senescence, in which cells remain metabolically active but incapable of division (50). After radiation injury to DNA, tumor cells cannot grow or divide anymore; however, the effect is not immediate on the resting stage cells or those that are dividing less often (50).

Therefore, it may take several days, weeks, or months for cancer cells to start dying, a process that could take months after treatment ends. As a result, tumor may be viable for weeks to months after SBRT and not shrink for this period. This in combination with maintained tumor vascularity until complete tumor necrosis can confound imaging assessment of treatment response.

Imaging Findings

Tumor Changes

There are emerging data regarding the imaging features of hepatic tumors after SBRT. Most of these data are from retrospective imaging reviews, the majority of which lack explant data.

Imaging after SBRT is usually performed with multiphasic contrast-enhanced MRI or CT every 3 months after treatment. Imaging characteristics used to evaluate tumor response include changes in enhancement or size of the treated lesion at multiphasic cross-sectional imaging (Figs 6, 7). It is important to note that the changes in tumor size or enhancement after SBRT may take months to manifest at imaging; therefore, images obtained sooner than at least 3 months after
Figure 4. HCC in a 53-year-old man with chronic liver disease. (A) Axial contrast-enhanced T1-weighted image shows a 36 × 39-mm enhancing lesion (arrow) in the right hepatic lobe. (B) Coronal CT image shows the SBRT planning. (C) Coronal late arterial phase gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted image 6 months after SBRT shows persistent internal enhancement within the HCC and a peripheral geographic area of enhancement (arrows), correlating with the irradiated liver volume and consistent with focal liver reaction (FLR). The patient underwent orthotopic liver transplant after 10 months. (D) Photograph of the cut section of the explant native liver shows necrotic tumor (*) with a surrounding rim of fibrosis that appears tan (white arrows) and an area of congested liver (black arrows), which correlates with the FLR at imaging and appears dark red.

Figure 5. Pathologic changes in the liver parenchyma after SBRT. (Hematoxylin-eosin stain, varying original magnification.) (A) Photomicrograph shows parenchymal collapse with loss of hepatocytes and accumulation of scattered pigmented macrophages (arrow). (B) Photomicrograph shows obliteration of the central vein (*) with associated collagen deposition. (C) Photomicrograph shows resultant dilatation and congestion of the sinusoids (arrows), which contain red blood cells. Atrophy of the hepatocellular plate is frequent. (D) Photomicrograph shows thrombosis of intermediate-sized portal veins (*), which is also sometimes seen.
Figure 6. Diagram shows expected changes after SBRT.

Figure 7. New diagnosis of HCC in a 65-year-old patient. The tumor was considered unresectable owing to its proximity to the hepatic veins and hilum. The patient underwent SBRT. Late arterial phase T1-weighted images before SBRT (A) and 6 (B), 12 (C), and 16 (D) months after SBRT show the lesion (arrow). The post-SBRT images show progressive decrease in size and enhancement from 47 mm in greatest dimension before SBRT to 24 mm at 16 months. Note the geographic area of hyperenhancement (arrowheads in B) at 6 months, which correlates with the area of the liver that received greater than 30 Gy of radiation. (Inset in B: Image shows proton SBRT planning.)
irradiation should be interpreted with caution for evaluation of treatment response and local progression (49). Additionally, SBRT may cause an inflammatory response in both the targeted tumor and surrounding hepatic parenchyma in the early posttreatment period.

Hepatic tumor size reduction after SBRT is variable, with retrospective data showing a wide range in expected treatment response times (Fig 8). Studies that evaluated SBRT-treated HCC showed that volume reduction at 3 months can vary from 24% to 60% (51–53). Another study showed that volume reduction at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months was 35%, 37%, 48%, and 55%, respectively (51). Similar results were seen after SBRT of hepatic metastases (52,54) and cholangiocarcinoma; however, data are limited (52). After SBRT, an increase in tumor volume—outside of the immediate posttreatment period—suggests local tumor progression (55). Therefore, assessment of tumor size in grading response in the first 6–12 months demonstrates poor accuracy, often related to persistent viable tumor and necrosis, given the pathophysiology of radiation-induced cell death.

Treatment response assessment using enhancement as an imaging biomarker has been proposed as a measure of response (51). Multiple studies have shown that there is persistent enhancement in HCC treated with SBRT, which can persist for up to and longer than 1 year (51,55–57). Up to 75% of successfully treated HCCs demonstrate persistent arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) up to 6 months after therapy (55). However, the majority of successfully treated HCCs demonstrate loss of enhancement after SBRT within the 1st year (51,57), with one study suggesting a mean duration of 5.9 months for loss of enhancement in SBRT-treated HCC (53).

Brook et al (52) showed an increase in the area of the nonenhancing portions of hepatic tumors after SBRT, from 27% before therapy to 59% after therapy in HCCs and from 20% to 61% in metastases. In a study on the post-SBRT appearance of HCC, Price et al (51) showed that the percentage of necrosis (nonenhancement) was
greater than the percentage reduction in tumor size at each time point of follow-up. Although reduced enhancement is historically a biomarker of response in hepatic tumors, SBRT-treated liver malignancies often show persistent enhancement in the early posttreatment phase (Figs 8, 9), which can last up to and beyond 1 year and should not be mistaken for viable tumor that needs treatment. These cases should be assessed in their entirety, referencing other imaging biomarkers and serial

![Figure 9. Metastasis from medullary thyroid cancer in a 48-year-old woman. Axial MR images before SBRT (A–D), 6 months after SBRT (E–H), and 1 year after SBRT (I–L) show the metastasis (white arrows). The metastasis measured 31 × 54 mm before SBRT; at 6 months, it shows a mild decrease in size, measuring 29 × 52 mm; at 1 year, its size decreases further to 24 × 35 mm. Contrast-enhanced late arterial phase T1-weighted images (A, E, I), T2-weighted images (B, F, J), diffusion-weighted images (C, G, K), and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps (D, H, L) were obtained. The original enhancement of the metastasis (A) decreases at 6 months (E); however, some enhancement persists at 1 year (I). At 6 months, there is a central area of T2 hyperintensity (black arrow in F), with decreased signal intensity on the diffusion-weighted image (black arrow in G) and increased signal intensity on the ADC map (black arrow in H), suggestive of tumor necrosis. At 1 year, the necrosis decreases further in size, with decreased signal intensity on the diffusion-weighted image (K) and increased signal intensity on the ADC map (L). At 1 year, the T1-weighted (I), T2-weighted (J), and diffusion-weighted (K) images show a thick hypointense rim (*), which likely represents hemosiderin deposition, thought to be secondary to congestive changes in the liver parenchyma surrounding the treated tumor.](image-url)
assessment over time—including multidisciplinary discussion—to reach a conclusion on treatment response.

In addition to CT or MRI, PET has been shown to be useful in evaluation of treatment response after SBRT, particularly in cases of cholangiocarcinoma or liver metastases. HCC has variable presence of intracellular glucose-6-phosphatase enzyme, resulting in low sensitivity of 36%–55% for identification of HCC with PET (58,59). The degree of fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) avidity is greater in poorly differentiated HCC (59). Assessment of FDG activity at PET/CT may provide a potential biomarker, particularly in cases of metastatic disease. Indeed, complete metabolic response at FDG PET/CT has been demonstrated to appear before anatomic measures of response were evident (Fig E1) (60).

In one study of metastatic lesions that ultimately demonstrated lesion control, maximum standardized uptake value (SUV$_{\text{max}}$) decreased by half at 2 months and reached a plateau SUV$_{\text{max}}$ of 3.1 at 5 months (61). Local control was defined as SUV$_{\text{max}}$ less than 6 and no progression using Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST). In this study, the SUV$_{\text{max}}$ of lesions was found to fluctuate to 4.2 even in lesions where control was attained. Therefore, a cutoff SUV$_{\text{max}}$ of 6 was proposed to define failure when SUV$_{\text{max}}$ had previously been below 6 (54).

Although demonstrating poor sensitivity in diagnosis of HCC, FDG PET/CT may aid in assessing for response after SBRT in FDG-avid lesions. In a retrospective review of 31 patients, a cutoff tumor SUV$_{\text{max}}$ of 3.2 demonstrated a 4-year control rate of 86% (62). Median follow-up time was 18 months in this study.

Other imaging biomarkers may also provide ancillary information in assessment of tumor response, particularly T2 signal intensity and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) at MRI. Typically, tumors demonstrate a decrease in T2 signal intensity and an increase in ADC after treatment (Fig 9). An increase of 20% or greater in ADC was found to be significant in assessing the response of HCC in one study (63), with an increase of 25% identified as a predictor of in-field response of HCC (64).

Local tumor progression is typically defined as increase in size on more than one serial study over time, or new or increased enhancement of the treated tumor (Fig 10) (48). Increased SUV$_{\text{max}}$ greater than 6 or persistence of FDG activity at PET/CT suggests progression.
activity above background over two serial PET/CT studies is also predictive of recurrence or treatment failure (60).

### Specific Measures of Response

There are many treatment response assessment systems used to characterize tumor response after treatment. The most commonly used for liver tumors are RECIST, modified RECIST (mRECIST), and the Liver Imaging Reporting and Data System (LI-RADS). RECIST uses data based on size alone, whereas mRECIST and LI-RADS use tumor enhancement for treatment response assessment.

There are limited data on the efficacy of these algorithms after SBRT therapy. A recent retrospective review of 40 HCCs treated with SBRT that ultimately underwent explantation did demonstrate that LI-RADS performs well in predicting complete and incomplete necrosis (65). When the LI-RADS treatment response (LR-TR) equivocal category was considered as nonviable, sensitivity and specificity were 71%–86% and 85%–96%, respectively.

However, the limitations of these algorithms are self-evident when the imaging features outlined earlier are considered. Relying on dimensional data alone would not allow evaluation of treatment effect, given the slow tumor shrinkage immediately after SBRT. Also, as evident in recent studies that assessed the enhancement characteristics of HCC after SBRT, the presence of APHE is common, especially in the first 12 months after SBRT; thus, using mRECIST and LI-RADS to assess treatment response could be flawed, given that APHE is expected. Thus, a multidisciplinary approach to evaluation of SBRT-treated tumors by assessing multiple considerations—including imaging features, laboratory values, and clinical factors—is often necessary to appropriately manage these patients.

### Parenchymal Changes

In the first few months after SBRT, congestive and edematous changes in the hepatic parenchyma combined with cell death and physiologic healing response by the liver can be described as focal liver reaction (FLR) (66). Imaging features are seen initially approximately 1 month after treatment and then peak at 3–6 months (67). The degree of FLR depends on the radiation dose received, prior local treatment, and extent of underlying liver dysfunction. It can be further divided into three phases: acute, subacute, and chronic (Table 1) (48).

At noncontrast CT, FLR in the acute phase (1–3 months) manifests as a geographic area of hypoattenuation in the radiation field on noncontrast images, which generally enhances greater than surrounding tissue in the contrast-enhanced arterial phase (Figs 7, 8, 11) (68). This is due to inflammatory response in the parenchyma and may lead to erroneous assessment of lesion progression. There may be relative hypoattenuation of the affected area in the portal venous phase, as congested vessels would receive delayed or less iodinated contrast material secondary to increased sinusoidal pressures (48). The FLR demonstrates relative T1 hypointensity and T2 hyperintensity at MRI, likely due to edema. The FLR demonstrates hypointensity on diffusion-weighted images and also hyperintensity on ADC maps, presumably from T2 shine-through and edema (69).

In the subacute phase (3–6 months), hypoattenuation in the portal venous phase persists with possible increased delayed enhancement secondary to impaired clearance of contrast material (70). Rarely, rimlike enhancement around

---

### Table 1: Imaging Changes in Adjacent Liver Parenchyma after SBRT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Changes by Time after SBRT</th>
<th>Pathologic Changes</th>
<th>Imaging Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Acute (1–3 months)                | Sinusoidal congestion  
Perisinusoidal hemorrhage  
Hepatocyte apoptosis and degeneration | Hypoattenuation or hypointensity surrounding tumor  
Arterial hyperenhancement with or without portal venous hyperenhancement  
With or without rim enhancement |
| Subacute (3–6 months)             | Plus occlusion of sublobular veins | Hypoenhancement in portal venous phase  
Hyperenhancement in delayed phase  
With or without rim enhancement |
| Chronic (>6 months)               | Fibrosis or occlusion of central veins  
Distortion of lobules  
Kupffer cell accumulation with or without hemosiderin | Enhancement characteristics may normalize  
Hypointensity may persist owing to hemosiderin  
Atrophy and volume loss |
the treated tumor may be visualized in both the arterial and portal venous phases; the exact mechanism is not known but may represent a persistent thin rim of FLR.

The imaging appearance of FLR in the chronic phase (>6 months) is dominated by an underlying dynamic fibrotic process in the hepatic parenchyma. In the first 3 months, the affected liver parenchyma shows progressive decrease in volume. However, this may rarely be accompanied by a regenerative increase in volume (69). Over a longer time frame, affected hepatic volume decreases secondary to the dominating fibrosis with evidence of capsular retraction.

Delayed enhancement is usually seen in the region of fibrosis. If hepatic steatosis is present in the nonaffected liver parenchyma, the affected area may demonstrate fatty sparing secondary to loss of intracellular fat in the hepatocytes (69). Areas of reduced T2 signal intensity may become evident, consistent with hemosiderin deposition (Fig 9) (48). Use of a hepatocyte-specific contrast agent often demonstrates decreased hepatobiliary phase uptake in the area of the liver affected by FLR and the radiation field (Fig 12) (71).
Imaging Pitfalls

Focal Liver Reaction
The phenomenon of FLR in the acute and subacute phases may complicate assessment and result in misinterpretation of growth in the lesion (Figs 11, E2). The area of reactive hyperemia evident as APHE can be confused with local progression or infiltrative tumor. Close review of the radiation planning images and pretreatment images is useful to understand the radiation field, which should correlate with the imaging appearance of FLR.

In addition, an understanding of the underlying pathophysiology is beneficial. Other imaging features such as absence of mass effect and absence of abnormal restricted diffusion may also be beneficial. Finally, the FLR should resolve or decrease in subsequent imaging studies.

Peripheral Rim Enhancement
As stated earlier, rim enhancement is an uncommon finding after SBRT, predominantly seen after treatment of metastases. However, it may complicate assessment of tumor response (Fig E3), with differentiation from recurrence difficult. Assessment of the radiation field is important to ensure correlation with this region.

Assessment of diffusion restriction and ADC maps may also be beneficial, as residual tumor would demonstrate more marked abnormal diffusion restriction and hypointensity on ADC maps. Assessing the entire clinical picture with assessment of tumor markers (when levels are elevated at baseline) may also aid in clarification. Ultimately, follow-up may show resolution; however, the time frame for resolution of rim enhancement is not definitively outlined (44).

Artifact from Fiducial Markers
Radiation planning and delivery often use placement of fiducial markers to allow adequate colocalization of the tumor target. These are metallic seeds, typically placed percutaneously within 5 cm of the target tumor. However, the fiducial markers can produce streak artifacts obscuring CT images and result in a nondiagnostic study (Fig E4).

The degree of artifact is related to the size and composition of the fiducial markers, with larger and higher-Z materials producing greater artifact. MRI and PET/CT are practical alternative imaging modalities, as these techniques are less affected by the metallic artifact.

Assessment of Response after Combination Therapy
Management of hepatic tumors is often complex, with multiple different treatment algorithms possible, depending on the clinical course. SBRT may be used after other local-regional therapies or as part of a combination approach. For instance, in management of HCC, SBRT is often performed after intra-arterial embolic therapy. Intra-arterial therapy will potentially shrink the tumor, reducing the radiation field of the subsequent SBRT. Intra-arterial therapy such as transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) may also radiosensitize the tumor (72).
Therefore, assessment of response is often complicated by the preceding ablative procedure or intra-arterial therapy (Figs 13, 14). This is important in ascribing measures of response using algorithms such as LI-RADS (73).

After TACE or thermal ablation, the residual tumor often demonstrates absence of internal enhancement with residual peripheral enhancement (74,75). If SBRT is performed as part of combination treatment or for residual tumor, the subsequent imaging features should adopt typical post-SBRT changes. For instance, FLR should not be misinterpreted as tumor progression. Also, in cases of combination therapy, residual internal nodular enhancement—which may be considered LI-RADS treatment response (LR-TR) viable after TACE alone—may demonstrate typical slow reduction in enhancement over 1 year after SBRT (57,73).

In summary, knowledge of the type and date of the preceding therapy is important to correlate any unusual changes not expected in a typical post-SBRT setting. However, if SBRT is performed after intra-arterial therapy or thermal ablation, the findings at follow-up imaging should follow expected post-SBRT findings.

**Complications**

Complications of SBRT revolve around damage to adjacent organs and adjacent hepatic parenchyma. Severe early toxic effect greater than grade 3 is rare and is seen in 0%–5% of cases. Late toxic effects are slightly more common, with a range of grade 3 toxic effects from 0% to 11% (15,22,64).

Surrounding structures at risk during SBRT include the gastrointestinal tract, skin, and lung (Fig E5). Avoidance of these structures in pretreatment planning is optimal. RILD is less common with SBRT than with whole-liver irradiation. The typical onset is 4–12 weeks after radiation therapy.

**Figure 14.** Hepatitis C cirrhosis and HCC in a 70-year-old man treated with transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) followed by SBRT. (A) Axial contrast-enhanced MR image shows the HCC (arrow) in the arterial phase and in the portal venous phase (inset). The tumor measures 41 × 28 mm. (B) Corresponding image 1 month after TACE shows persistent enhancement within the tumor (arrow) in the late arterial phase and in the portal venous phase (inset), compatible with LI-RADS treatment response (LR-TR) viable disease. The patient was then treated with SBRT. (C, D) Corresponding CT images 1 month (C) and 3 months (D) after SBRT show excellent tumor response, with complete nonenhancement of the treated tumor (arrow) with internal necrosis and decreasing size, now measuring 21 × 19 mm. Extensive FLR with atrophy of the liver is noted after SBRT. In this case, loss of enhancement of the tumor after SBRT allows easier assessment of treatment response than in HCCs, which are treated with SBRT alone only when persistent APHE is identified for several months.
but it can occur months to years after radiation therapy (65). The onset depends on the volume of liver irradiated, cumulative treatment, and hepatic functional reserve (Fig E6).

There are two types described: classic and nonclassic (Table 2). Classic RILD is associated with whole-liver irradiation and is diagnosed on the basis of symptoms, results of clinical examination, and laboratory findings. Nonclassic RILD is seen in the setting of preexisting chronic liver disease and is evident by an increase in the Child-Pugh score or albumin-bilirubin score. Prediction of the development of RILD is difficult. Imaging with elastography before SBRT has demonstrated potential in various studies in predicting the degree of hepatic dysfunction (Fig E7) (66,67).

Conclusion

The role of SBRT in treatment of primary and metastatic liver tumors is expanding. Knowledge of expected post-SBRT imaging features is essential for accurate evaluation of treatment response with an understanding of potential interpretation pitfalls.
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